Hydration thermodynamics of nonpolar solutes in high-temperature water is investigated by computer simulations. The excess chemical potentials of the methane and hard sphere solutes are evaluated over a wide range of density and temperature, and the thermodynamic origin of the enhanced affinity of the nonpolar solute for super-and subcritical water is identified. It is shown that when the density is medium to high in the high-temperature conditions, the enhanced affinity results from the elevated temperature and represents the nonspecific aspect of super-and subcritical water. The excess chemical potentials are further decomposed into the enthalpic and entropic components. It is found that when the system is moved from the ambient state to a high-temperature state, the accompanying change is unfavorable for the enthalpic component and is favorable for the entropic component. The thermodynamics of cavity formation is also pursued in connection to the size distribution of cavities in pure solvent water. The utility of the scaled-particle theory is then demonstrated over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions, and the effective diameter of the water molecule is assigned within the framework of the scaled-particle theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Oil does not mix with water. This is a common sense at ambient conditions. In supercritical conditions, however, a reverse property is observed. Oil dissolves well into supercritical water. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In other words, while a nonpolar solute is sparsely soluble in water at ambient conditions, it is no more ''hydrophobic'' at supercritical conditions. Due to this remarkable property, supercritical water serves as a novel medium for organic chemical reactions which are often of environmental and industrial importance. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In determining the equilibrium constants and reaction rates of the chemical reactions, the role of hydration cannot be overemphasized. Furthermore, the availability of a wide range of density and temperature is the most useful characteristic of supercritical water, and a large variation in the density and temperature may lead to a drastic change in the hydration effect on chemical reactions. Thus, in order to understand and control the organic chemical reactions in supercritical water, it is essential to establish a molecular picture of hydration of nonpolar solutes over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions.
The study of supercritical water as a pure solvent system forms a basis for addressing aqueous solutions at supercritical states. In previous papers, [13] [14] [15] we analyzed the hydrogen bonding in supercritical water through combined use of NMR spectroscopy and computer simulation. The number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule at supercritical states was estimated quantitatively and the dipole moment of a water molecule was determined at the supercritical states. Once the dipole moment is given at a supercritical state of interest, it is straightforward to construct an effective potential model suitable for simulating water and aqueous solutions at the supercritical state. In a previous paper, the radial and orientational structures of supercritical water at the pure solvent state were examined by employing effective potential models. 15 In this series of works, we focus on hydration of nonpolar solutes over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions. At an ambient state, a nonpolar solute usually acts as a ''structure maker'' and its thermodynamics of hydration is dominated by an unfavorable entropy. 2, Since the outstanding properties of hydrophobic hydration are closely related to the unique structural characteristics of ambient liquid water, 2, the study of hydration of a nonpolar solute in high-temperature water will be useful to assess the extent of uniqueness of super-and subcritical water. We investigate the thermodynamic and structural aspects of hydration of a nonpolar solute in high-temperature water by performing computer simulations over a wide range of density and temperature. In this paper, we elucidate the thermodynamic aspect by examining the chemical potentials and their enthalpic and entropic components of the methane and hard sphere solutes. In an accompanying paper, we focus on the structural aspect to characterize the microscopic solvation structure around a nonpolar solute. 47 Methane is an organic solute which involves a weakly attractive part in its interaction with water, and the hard sphere particle is a prototypical nonpolar solute which is purely repulsive to the solvent. These nonpolar solutes mix with water when the high-temperature condition is realized and the pressure is not too high. We analyze the hydration thermodynamics of the nonpolar solutes and discuss the thermodynamic origin of their miscibility with high-temperature water. Especially, since the elevated temperature is a nonspecific driving force for mixing any two materials, a careful treatment of the temperature effect is made to assess the specificity of high-temperature water.
When the attractive part is present in the solute-solvent interaction, it may make a non-negligible contribution to the hydration thermodynamics. In the scaled-particle theory, the process of inserting a solute into the solvent is decomposed into the formation process of a cavity and the introduction process of the solute to the cavity according to the ͑soft͒ solute-solvent interaction. 20, 21, [23] [24] [25] As emphasized by Pohorille and Pratt, the thermodynamics of cavity formation is closely related to the microscopic inhomogeneity of pure solvent water. 39, 41, 43, 46 Since the microscopic structure of water changes drastically with a large variation in the thermodynamic condition, it is also of interest to study the thermodynamics of cavity formation over a wide range of density and temperature. The thermodynamics of cavity formation is then related to the size distribution of cavities in the pure solvent, and the connection to the scaled-particle theory is discussed.
In their comprehensive treatment of aqueous solutions of nonpolar solutes, Guillot and Guissani examined the thermodynamics of hydration on the water saturation curve. 48 When the density and temperature are varied along the saturation curve, a correspondence to experimental studies can be easily made since the solubility data in high-temperature water has often been accumulated on the saturation curve. [49] [50] [51] For the sake of comprehending the general trend of the hydration thermodynamics of a nonpolar solute in high-temperature water, however, it will be insightful to separately treat the density and temperature effects. Furthermore, since the availability of a wide range of density is a most useful characteristic of supercritical water, the effect of density variation is desirable to be studied in supercritical conditions. In this work, we examine the hydration thermodynamics of nonpolar solutes as a function of the density at a fixed supercritical temperature and as a function of the temperature at a fixed liquidlike density.
The thermodynamics of hydration is closely connected to the underlying solvation structure around the solute of interest. In super-and subcritical conditions, it was found, in contrast to the case of ionic hydration, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] that the hydration is weak around a nonpolar solute. 48, 52, 64, 65 When the system is close to the critical point, however, the weak perturbation in the solution structure caused by the solute leads to large partial molar thermodynamic quantities of the solute due to extended correlations among solvent molecules. [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] In this case, a simple hydration shell model which accounts for only the contribution from the first hydration shell of the solute will be inadequate to describe the thermodynamics of hydration, and the microscopic structure and energetics of the solution is not straightforwardly inferred from the macroscopic thermodynamic quantities of hydration. In the present paper, we focus only on the thermodynamics of hydration. The relationship between the hydration thermodynamics and the solution structure is pursued in the accompanying paper within the framework of the hydration shell analysis. 47, [73] [74] [75] The organization of the present paper is as follows. The simulation methodology is described in Sec. II, and the density fluctuations in pure water at high-temperature states are briefly characterized in Sec. III. The thermodynamics of methane hydration is examined in Sec. IV. The excess chemical potential and the affinity ͑solubility͒ of methane for water are described in Sec. IV A, and the decomposition into the enthalpic and entropic components is performed in Sec. IV B. The effect of the ͑soft͒ solute-solvent interaction is also pursued in Sec. IV C. In Sec. V, the thermodynamics of cavity formation in high-temperature water is studied and its connection to the scaled-particle theory is discussed.
II. METHODS
The thermodynamic quantities of hydration are evaluated from computer simulations of pure solvent water by employing the particle insertion method. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] The particle insertion method gives the chemical potential of a solute in ambient and high-temperature water and the enthalpy and entropy of hydration are obtained from the temperature dependence of the chemical potential. As far as the system is large enough, the chemical potential is independent of the ensemble and the choice of the ensemble is not important in the particle insertion method. In order to decompose the chemical potential into the enthalpic and entropic components, however, it is necessary to specify the condition of solute insertion, for example, whether the solute is inserted in the constant volume condition or in the constant pressure condition. In previous papers, we showed that the enthalpy and entropy of hydration in the constant pressure condition are connected to the local structure and energetics around the solute with physically transparent variables. [73] [74] [75] Thus, we perform the decomposition of the chemical potential into the enthalpic and entropic components in the constant pressure condition. In order to evaluate the enthalpy and entropy of hydration at constant pressure from the temperature dependence of the chemical potential, it is convenient to vary the temperature under the constant pressure condition. In this work, the computer simulations of pure solvent water to carry out the particle insertion method are implemented in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble.
The ambient to subcritical states of interest are specified by the temperatures of 25, 100, 200, and 300°C and the pressures corresponding to the water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 , which are denoted by the states A, B, C, and D, respectively. The supercritical states of interest are specified by the temperature of 400°C and the pressures corresponding to the water densities of 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 g/cm 3 , which are denoted by the states E, F, G, H, and I, respectively. See Table I for specification. In the thermodynamic path A→B →C→D→E, the temperature is increased at a fixed density, and in the thermodynamic path E→F→G→H→I, the density is varied at constant temperature. Our set of the thermodynamic states studied is thus useful to treat the density and temperature effects separately. It is actually parallel to the one employed by Yoshii et al. in their study of supercritical pure water using a polarizable model. 81 The SPC/E model is adopted as the intermolecular potential function between water molecules. 82 The critical point of this water model was determined by Guissani and Guillot and was found to be close to the experimental value. 83 In real water, the dipole moment of a water molecule is a function of the density and temperature of the system. When the density is lower and/or the temperature is higher, the dipole moment of a water molecule is smaller and the attractive interaction between water molecules is weaker. In the SPC/E model, however, the state-dependent nature of the dipole moment is not incorporated. The state dependence of the dipole moment can be implemented by employing a polarizable model or an effective potential model with a modified dipole moment. 15, 81, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] In the present work, we adopt the SPC/E model over all the states of interest. This is justified because the objective of the present work is to elucidate the general trend of the hydration thermodynamics of a nonpolar solute in high-temperature water. Actually, it was estimated in Ref. 15 that even at the low-to medium-density states of the supercritical region ͑the states G, H, and I in Table I͒ , the value of the dipole moment is closer to that in the SPC/E model than to that in the dilute gas phase. The effect of the reduced dipole moment at supercritical states on the hydration thermodynamics is treated in Appendix A.
The input pressure needs to be specified to perform a simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. At the state A in Table I , the input pressure is clearly 1 bar. To determine the input pressures at the states other than A, we carried out Monte Carlo statistical-mechanical simulations of pure solvent water in the canonical ensemble with the input densities and temperatures shown in Table I . In each Monte Carlo simulation, 648 water molecules were located in a cubic unit cell and the standard Metropolis sampling scheme was implemented. 76, 96 The Monte Carlo simulation was performed for one million passes, where one pass corresponds to the generation of 648 configurations. The intermolecular interactions between water molecules were spherically truncated at 9.0 Å, and the periodic boundary condition in the minimum image convention was employed. The average pressures at the states other than A are shown in Table I . These average pressures are used as the input pressures of the simulations performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. In Table I , the pressure and temperature are specified for each thermodynamic state of interest. For each state of interest, two additional states were simulated to evaluate the temperature derivative of the chemical potential under the constant pressure condition. The state of interest and the cor-responding additional states involve the same pressure but different temperatures. At the state A in Table I , the temperatures of the additional states were taken to be 5 and 45°C. Similarly, for each of the states B, C, D, E, F, and G, the differences between its own temperature and the temperatures of the additional states were Ϯ20°C. At the states H and I, the temperature differences were set to Ϯ10°C since these states are not far from the critical point and involve large thermal expansion coefficients. At each of the states in Table I and the additional states, a Monte Carlo simulation of the pure water system was carried out in the isothermalisobaric ensemble for one million passes by locating 648 water molecules in a cubic unit cell. 76, 96 The truncation scheme for the intermolecular interactions and the boundary condition were identical to those described above for the simulations of pure water in the canonical ensemble. Table I shows that the average densities in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble are coincident with the input densities of the corresponding simulations in the canonical ensemble, as expected. In the following, we specify the state of a system simulated in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble by the temperature and the average water density, rather than by the temperature and the input pressure.
In this work, the hydration thermodynamics of a nonpolar solute is analyzed in terms of the excess chemical potential and its derivatives at infinite dilution. The excess chemical potential ⌬ of a solute is the change in the free energy of the system when the solute is inserted at a fixed position in the fluid. In other words, ⌬ is equal to the deviation of the ͑total͒ chemical potential of the solute in the fluid of interest from that in the ideal gas involving the same density and temperature as the fluid. 17, 18 A derivative of the excess chemical potential is called an excess partial molar thermodynamic quantity. For example, the excess partial molar enthalpy and entropy in the constant pressure condition, which are denoted by ⌬H P and ⌬S P , respectively, are connected to ⌬ through
where T is the temperature and P is the pressure. It should be The values are evaluated in pure solvent water.
c The values are evaluated in pure solvent water. The errors are less than 0.01 g/cm 3 . noted that while ⌬ does not depend on the condition of solute insertion, its derivatives do in general. An excess partial molar thermodynamic quantity is particularly useful for analyzing the solution structure around the solute since it does not involve the ideal ͑translational͒ contribution and is equal to the change in the corresponding thermodynamic quantity of the total system upon insertion of the solute at a fixed position in the fluid. 17, 18, [73] [74] [75] When the solute is distributed in equilibrium between the solution phase of interest and the gas phase, its solubility is commonly represented by the Ostwald coefficient ␥, the ratio of the solute density in the solution phase to that in the gas phase. It is well known that ␥ is determined by the ratio of the difference between the excess chemical potentials of the solute in the solution phase and in the gas phase to the thermal energy ͑the product of the Boltzmann constant k B and the temperature T). 17, 18 In particular, when the solute concentration is low and the gas phase may be treated as an ideal gas, ␥ is related to the excess chemical potential ⌬ in the solution at infinite dilution through
␥ϭexp͑Ϫ␤⌬͒, ͑2͒
where ␤ is the inverse of the thermal energy. Equation ͑2͒
shows that a smaller ␤⌬ is equivalent to an enhanced solubility ͑a larger Ostwald coefficient͒. 97 When the concentration of the solute is not low enough or the gas phase is imperfect, Eq. ͑2͒ does not hold and ⌬ is not directly related to the solubility of the solute. Even in this case, ⌬ is the free energy penalty of inserting the solute molecule into the solvent at infinite dilution and ␤⌬ serves as a measure of the affinity of the nonpolar solute for water. Indeed, exp(Ϫ␤⌬) is equal to the Ostwald coefficient between the dilute solution phase of interest and the hypothetical ideal gas phase and is called the solubility parameter by Guillot and Guissani. 48 In order to see the importance of the form ␤⌬, it is insightful to consider the hypothetical equilibrium of the solute distribution between two aqueous phases involving different sets of water density and temperature. In this hypothetical system, the two phases are thermally and mechanically insulated from each other and only the transfer of the solute molecules is allowed between the phases. When the concentration of the solute is low, the equilibrium ratio of the solute densities in the two phases is given by exp(Ϫ␦(␤⌬)), where ␦(␤⌬) is equal to the difference between ␤⌬ in the two phases. The solute density is then higher in the phase with the smaller ␤⌬. In other words, the affinity of the solute for the solvent is higher when ␤⌬ is smaller. In this paper, we represent the affinity of a nonpolar solute for water by ␤⌬ ͑or its monotonic function͒. The affinity is enhanced when ␤⌬ is decreased, and it is reduced when ␤⌬ is increased. Of course, the affinity has the same meaning as the solubility ͑the Ostwald coefficient͒ when Eq. ͑2͒ holds. The nonpolar solutes treated in this work are the methane and hard sphere molecules. These nonpolar solutes were treated as test particles and the particle insertion method was employed to calculate their excess chemical potentials at infinite dilution. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] The methane-water interaction was taken to be the Lennard-Jones interaction with ⑀ Me-O ϭ0.21 kcal/mol and Me-O ϭ3.45 Å, 98 and was also spherically truncated at 9.0 Å. The methane-water interaction employed in the present work is different from the one employed by Guillot and Guissani in that the effect of the solute polarizability is not included in our methane-water interaction. 48 Our simplified choice of the solute-solvent interaction will be justified because the aim of this work is to comprehend the general trend of the thermodynamic behavior of hydration of a nonpolar solute over a wide range of density and temperature, rather than to accurately reproduce experimentally observable thermodynamic quantities. When the particle insertion method is employed to calculate the excess chemical potential of a hard sphere solute of exclusion radius , the successful insertion of the solute means that the distance between the center of the inserted hard sphere and the oxygen site of any water molecule is at least . [23] [24] [25] 39, 41, 43 When the probability of successful insertion of the hard sphere of exclusion radius is p(), the excess chemical potential ⌬ of the hard sphere solute is given by 99
For both the methane and hard sphere solutes, the excess partial molar enthalpy and entropy at constant pressure were evaluated through finite difference by employing Eq. ͑1͒.
The particle insertion method is a highly efficient method to evaluate the excess chemical potential of a solute when the rate of successful insertion of the solute is not too low. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] Beutler et al. examined the validity of the particle insertion method for purely repulsive solutes in ambient SPC water 100 and reported that the method is not very accurate when the thermal radius of the solute-solvent repulsive core exceeds 3 Å. 79 On the other hand, Smith showed that up to the core radius of 4 Å, the particle insertion method is a valid procedure to calculate the excess chemical potential in ambient SPC and SPC/E water when a large number of insertions are attempted. 80 In Appendix B, we compare the particle insertion method and the thermodynamic integration method for our systems of interest and demonstrate the validity of the particle insertion method.
In order to evaluate the interaction of a nonpolar solute with the solvent water, Monte Carlo simulations of aqueous solution of methane were also performed in the isothermalisobaric ensemble at the states listed in Table I . In these simulations, 648 water molecules and 1 methane molecule were located in a cubic unit cell, and the position of the solute was fixed at the center of the unit cell. The interaction potentials and the boundary condition were the same as those for the above simulations of pure water implementing the particle insertion method. At each state in Table I , the simulation was performed for one million passes.
III. STRUCTURE OF PURE SOLVENT WATER
The purpose of this paper is to elucidate the thermodynamics of hydration of a nonpolar solute in high-temperature water. Since the hydration thermodynamics is closely related to the structure and fluctuation of pure solvent water, it is useful to examine the local and global inhomogeneities in high-temperature water at the outset. In this section, we show the radial distribution functions, the isothermal compressibility, and the thermal expansion coefficient of ambient and high-temperature water and describe their characteristics briefly.
The microscopic structure of water is typically described in terms of the correlation functions between the intermolecular pairs of atoms O-O, O-H, and H-H. In particular, the hydrogen bond network involving three or more water molecules is characterized by the O-O radial distribution function (g OO ). In Fig. 1͑a͒ , we show the effect of temperature variation on g OO at a fixed density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . The response of the first and second peaks of g OO to the temperature variation is in agreement with that reported for a polarizable model. 81 The first peak is broader and is positioned at a larger distance as the temperature is raised. In the region where the second peak is present at the ambient state A ͑3.9 Å ՇrՇ5.2 Å͒, g OO decreases monotonically with the temperature and involves a minimum at temperatures higher than ϳ200°C. In the region 5.2 Å ՇrՇ6.4 Å, on the other hand, g OO increases monotonically with the temperature. When the temperature is higher than ϳ200°C, the second peak of g OO is present at ϳ6 Å, and water behaves like a simple liquid in the sense that the position of the second peak corresponds to twice the distance of the first peak. Further-more, it was also observed by Guissani and Guillot that the transition to the simple liquid-like behavior occurs between ϳ150 and ϳ200°C when the temperature is raised along the liquid branch of the saturation curve. 83 Note that the change in the second peak of g OO shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ can be seen as disappearance of one peak at the lower temperatures and emergence of another at the higher temperatures, rather than as a gradual shift in the peak position. The hydrogen bonding between a pair of water molecules is commonly analyzed in terms of the O-H radial distribution function (g OH ). In Fig.  1͑b͒ , we show the temperature dependence of g OH at a fixed density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . In this case, the positional changes in the first and second peaks are relatively small. Instead, the principal change in g OH is observed for the widths of the peaks. When the temperature is higher, the first and second peaks are less distinct and the hydrogen bonding is less sharply characterized.
When the temperature is above the critical, the density can be continuously varied from the gaslike regime to the liquidlike regime. In Fig. 2͑a͒ , we show g OO at the supercritical states E, F, G, H, and I and at the ambient state A. It is easy to see, in agreement with previous computer simulations, 15, 52, 53, 58, 81, 83, [92] [93] [94] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] that the first peak of g OO is broader and is positioned at a larger distance when the system is supercritical than when the system is ambient. The second peak of g OO exhibits a more qualitative change. At the ambient state A, the second peak is evident at ϳ4.5 Å and represents the tetrahedral ordering of the hydrogen bond network. At the supercritical states, on the other hand, water behaves like a simple liquid in the sense that the position of the second peak is ϳ6 Å and corresponds to twice the distance of the first peak. 15, 52, 53, 58, 81, 83, [92] [93] [94] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] The density dependence of g OH is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ at the supercritical states E, F, G, H, and I and at the ambient state A. According to Fig. 2͑b͒ , although the hydrogen bonding does not vanish in the supercritical conditions, the hydrogen bonding peak of g OH at ϳ1.8 Å is less sharply characterized at the supercritical states than at the ambient state. When the density effect is concerned at a fixed supercritical temperature of 400°C, both g OO and g OH decrease with the density over the range of r in Fig. 2 at the low-to medium-density states G, H, and I. This shows that the association of a specific pair of water molecules is more probable at a lower density, in agreement with the observation from the density dependence of the proton chemical shift that the hydrogen bonding is spatially more inhomogeneous at a lower density. [13] [14] [15] When the density is medium to high (տ0.6 g/cm 3 ), g OO and g OH exhibit relatively small changes. In this case, the density dependences of such quantities as the coordination number and the number of hydrogen bonds are governed by the bulk density.
While the local and microscopic fluctuations in the density are described by the radial distribution functions, the global and macroscopic fluctuations in the density are related to the isothermal compressibility T and the thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P of the system. T is determined by the fluctuation in the volume ͑or density͒ of the system, and ␣ P is a measure of the strength of the coupling between the fluctuations in the density and enthalpy ͑or energy͒ of the system. In Fig. 3͑a͒ , we show T as a function of the temperature T at a fixed density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . It is seen in agreement with the experimental observations 2,108 that T decreases monotonically with T. In other words, the system is less compressible at a higher temperature, where the interaction between water molecules is more repulsive and the pressure is higher. In order to relate T to the magnitude of the fluctuation in the volume ͑or density͒, we employ the equation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble that
where is the density of the system, Ṽ is the instantaneous volume of the system, and ͗•••͘ denotes the ensemble average. 76, 109 The temperature dependence of k B T T at constant density is shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . According to Fig.  3͑a͒ , k B T T increases with T up to ϳ300°C and the temperature elevation in this region leads to a larger fluctuation in the volume ͑or density͒ of the system. At temperatures higher than ϳ300°C, on the other hand, the magnitude of the volume fluctuation is weakly dependent on T when seen in terms of the macroscopic quantity k B T T . In Fig. 3͑b͒ , we show ␣ P as a function of the temperature T at a fixed density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . Unlike T , ␣ P is a nonmonotonic function of T. Actually, ␣ P involves a maximum at ϳ200°C, in agreement with the experimental findings. 2, 108 It is of interest to note, as seen in Fig. 1͑a͒ , that the transition to the simple liquid-like behavior is also found for the radial distribution function at ϳ200°C. The strength of the coupling between the fluctuations in the volume ͑or density͒ and the enthalpy ͑or energy͒ of the system is related to ␣ P through the identity in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble that
where Ẽ is the instantaneous energy and the coupling strength is normalized by the thermal energy k B T. 76, 109 The temperature dependence of T␣ P at constant density is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . According to Fig. 3͑b͒ , T␣ P is an increasing function of T up to ϳ300°C. In this region, the coupling between the volume and enthalpy of the system is strengthened with the temperature elevation. When the temperature exceeds ϳ300°C, on the other hand, T␣ P is a weak function of T. In the framework of the scaled-particle theory, [23] [24] [25] 38, 44, 46 the thermodynamics of cavity formation is more enthalpic when T␣ P is larger. It is then expected from Fig. 3͑b͒ that the thermodynamics of hydration of a nonpolar solute is enthalpic in the high-temperature regions. In Secs. IV and V, we address this point in detail. When the density is varied in supercritical conditions, T and ␣ P change by orders of magnitude. In Fig. 4 , we show T as a function of the density at a fixed temperature of 400°C. It is indeed seen, in agreement with the experimental observations and the simulation results using the TIP4P model, 2,106,108 that T rises rapidly as the density decreases. Actually, the dependence of T is so strong that k B T T
FIG. 3. ͑a͒
The isothermal compressibility T and its normalized form k B T T as functions of the temperature T at the states A, B, C, D, and E, which involve densities of 1.0 g/cm 3 . ͑b͒ The thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P and its normalized form T␣ P as functions of the temperature T at the states A, B, C, D, and E. When not shown, the error bar is smaller than the size of the corresponding symbol. defined by Eq. ͑4͒ also increases by orders of magnitude when the density is reduced. Thus, Fig. 4 implies that the volume ͑or density͒ fluctuation of the system given by Eq. ͑4͒ is smaller at a higher density. The density dependence of ␣ P at constant temperature is also shown in Fig. 4 . According to Fig. 4 , the density reduction leads to an increase in ␣ P by orders of magnitude and the dependence of ␣ P corresponds qualitatively to that of T . Thus, in the isothermal variation of the density examined in this work, the thermodynamic response functions concerning the density ͑or vol-ume͒ fluctuation of the system are larger at a lower density.
IV. THERMODYNAMICS OF METHANE HYDRATION
In this section, we focus on the thermodynamics of methane hydration. In Sec. IV A, we treat the excess chemical potential and discuss the affinity ͑solubility͒ of methane for water over a wide range of density and temperature. In Sec. IV B we perform the decomposition into the enthalpic and entropic components. The thermodynamic characteristics presented in Secs. IV A and IV B for the methane solute are also valid for the hard sphere solutes with the sizes treated in Sec. V. In Sec. IV C we examine the effect of the ͑soft͒ solute-solvent interaction on the thermodynamics of methane hydration. We address this issue to clarify the role of the weak solute-solvent attraction at high temperatures.
A. Excess chemical potential
In Fig. 5͑a͒ we show the excess chemical potential ⌬ of methane as a function of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . It is evident that ⌬ increases with T in the constant volume condition. In other words, the free energy penalty ⌬ of inserting the nonpolar solute is larger at a higher temperature, whereas high-temperature water behaves like a simple liquid as seen in Fig. 1͑a͒ . 110 Since the excess partial molar entropy at constant volume ⌬S V is given by
where V is the volume of the system, Fig. 5͑a͒ shows that ⌬S V is negative over a wide range of temperature shown. In order to understand the affinity of the nonpolar solute for water, it is actually necessary to examine ␤⌬, rather than ⌬ itself, as described in Sec. II. In Fig. 5͑b͒ , we show ␤⌬ as a function of T at constant density. Although ␤⌬ exhibits a weaker temperature dependence than ⌬ due to the factor ␤, it is still an increasing function of the temperature. Thus, over a wide temperature range shown in Fig. 5 , the affinity ͑solubility͒ of the nonpolar solute decreases with T. In this sense, methane is more ''hydrophobic'' at higher temperatures when the density of water is fixed, whereas the uniqueness of the water structure is diminished by elevating the temperature as shown in Fig. 1 . It may then be misleading to ascribe the origin of hydrophobicity only to the unique structural characteristic of water, such as the tetrahedral ordering. Since the excess partial molar energy at constant volume ⌬E V is expressed as
Fig. 5͑b͒ also implies that ⌬E V is negative at ambient to supercritical temperatures. Detailed analyses of the energetic ͑enthalpic͒ and entropic components are presented in Sec. IV B. When the temperature is raised above the critical, there is no prohibited region between the gas-like and liquid-like densities. In Fig. 6͑a͒ , we show the excess chemical potential ⌬ of methane as a function of the water density at a fixed temperature of 400°C, along with the reference value at the FIG. 5. ͑a͒ The excess chemical potential ⌬ and its enthalpic and entropic components ⌬H P and T⌬S P of methane as functions of the temperature T at the states A, B, C, D, and E, which involve water densities of 1.0 g/cm 3 . ͑b͒ ␤⌬ and its enthalpic and entropic components ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B of methane as functions of the temperature T at the states A, B, C, D, and E. When not shown, the error bar is smaller than the size of the corresponding symbol. ambient state ͑the state A in Table I͒ . It is evident that ⌬ increases with in the constant temperature condition and that the excess partial molar volume is positive in the density range shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . In the low-density region ( Շ0.4 g/cm 3 ) of the supercritical states, ⌬ is smaller than that at the ambient state A. This simply reflects the fact that ⌬ approaches zero for any fluid in the limit of zero density. In the medium-to high-density region (տ0.6 g/cm 3 ) of the supercritical states, on the other hand, ⌬ is larger than that at the ambient state A. In other words, when seen in terms of the free energy penalty ⌬, the insertion of methane is less favorable in supercritical water with տ0.6 g/cm 3 than in ambient water with ϭ1.0 g/cm 3 . 110 In order to examine the affinity of the nonpolar solute for supercritical water, in Fig. 6͑b͒ we show ␤⌬ as a function of at constant temperature, along with the reference value at the ambient state. Since the ͑absolute͒ temperatures at the supercritical states of interest are more than twice the temperature at the ambient state, ␤⌬ becomes smaller at the supercritical states F (ϭ0.8 g/cm 3 ) and G ͑ϭ0.6 g/cm 3 ) than at the ambient state A when the factor ␤ is taken into account. This shows that in the medium-density region (0.6 g/cm 3 ՇՇ0.8 g/cm 3 ), the enhanced affinity of the nonpolar solute for supercritical water results from the elevated temperature, not from the free energy penalty.
When the density decreases and/or the temperature increases, water is considered to become less unique as the hydrogen bonding is disrupted. [13] [14] [15] A clear indication of this point is the reduction in the dielectric constant, which is observed in both experimental studies 2,108 and model calculations using the SPC/E model. 111, 112 Since the strong hydrogen bonding and the large dielectric constant are major unique characteristics of ambient water, water is viewed as more ''nonpolar'' at lower densities and/or higher temperatures. In solution chemistry, it is a rule of thumb that a nonpolar solute dissolves well into a nonpolar solvent since the dissolution involves a small or no free energy penalty. Figures 5 and 6 show, however, that the free energy penalty ⌬ of inserting methane in water is larger at the hightemperature states with the medium to high density ( տ0.6 g/cm 3 ) than at the ambient state. In other words, while high-temperature water is more ''oil-like'' than ambient water from the viewpoint of the reduced hydrogen bonding and dielectric constant, the increased ''oil-likeness'' of hightemperature water does not lead to a small free energy penalty ⌬. In this case, the enhanced affinity of the nonpolar solute for high-temperature water with the medium density (0.6 g/cm 3 ՇՇ0.8 g/cm 3 ) is simply the effect of the elevated temperature to reduce ␤⌬. The effect of temperature elevation to mix two compounds with an unfavorable ⌬ is generally observed and is not specific to water. Therefore, the enhanced affinity ͑solubility͒ of the nonpolar solute for super-and subcritical water represents the nonspecificity of super-and subcritical water, rather than the uniqueness, when seen in terms of the free energy penalty of the hydration process.
In their comprehensive treatment of the affinities of nonpolar solutes for SPC/E water along the liquid branch of the water saturation curve, Guillot and Guissani observed, in agreement with the experimental findings, 49-51 that the affinities involve minima in the temperature variation. 48 In the present work, it is seen in Figs. 5 and 6 that the affinity of methane decreases when the temperature is raised at constant density and that it increases when the density is reduced at constant temperature. When the temperature is raised along the liquid branch of the saturation curve, the density of water decreases. Thus, the presence of the affinity minima between ϳ25 and ϳ100°C on the saturation curve indicates that in the low-temperature regime of the saturation curve, the effect of elevating the temperature to reduce the affinity overwhelms the effect of decreasing the density to enhance the affinity.
B. Excess partial molar enthalpy and entropy
When the hydration of a nonpolar solute is concerned in ambient conditions, the thermodynamic characterization of the enthalpic and entropic components reveals the unique features of the hydration clearly. It is indeed well known in hydrophobic hydration that while the excess partial molar enthalpy is negative and favorable, the entropic component overwhelms the enthalpic component and gives rise to the low solubility of a nonpolar solute in ambient water. 2, When the hydration of a nonpolar solute is concerned in high-temperature conditions, it will also be insightful to ex- amine the enthalpic and entropic components of the hydration thermodynamics. In this regard, it should be noted that the excess partial molar enthalpy and entropy are dependent upon whether the solute is inserted in the constant volume condition or in the constant pressure condition. Actually, the excess partial molar energy and entropy in the constant volume condition can be estimated from the temperature dependence of the excess chemical potential shown in Fig. 5 . Within the framework of the hydration shell analysis, however, the partial molar quantities in the constant pressure condition have transparent connections with the local structure and energetics around the solute. [73] [74] [75] As noted in Sec. II, in this work the excess partial molar enthalpy ⌬H P and the excess partial molar entropy ⌬S P are evaluated under the constant pressure condition. The hydration shell analysis relating the excess partial molar quantities to the microscopic solvation structure is presented in the accompanying paper. 47 In Fig. 5͑a͒ , we show ⌬H P and T⌬S P as functions of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . In the ambient condition ͑the state A in Table I͒ , T⌬S P is unfavorable ͑negative͒ and larger in magnitude than ⌬H P . This indeed represents the thermodynamic characterization of hydrophobic hydration. As the temperature increases, T⌬S P becomes smaller in magnitude and ⌬H P is closer to the excess chemical potential ⌬. In other words, at higher temperatures, the entropic contribution to ⌬ is smaller and the thermodynamics of methane hydration is more enthalpic. Actually, ⌬ is essentially enthalpic at temperatures higher than ϳ200°C, where Fig. 1͑a͒ shows that pure water exhibits the simple liquid-like behavior. When a spherical cavity is introduced into an organic solvent, it is commonly seen that the free energy of cavity formation is enthalpic. 23, 25, 38, 44, 46 In this sense, the hydration of the nonpolar solute in the hightemperature region is more of ''organic'' character than of ''aqueous'' character since the solute-solvent attractive interaction is shown in Sec. IV C to make a minor contribution to the hydration thermodynamics in the high-temperature region. It should be noted, however, that the increased ''organic'' character of high-temperature hydration does not assure the enhanced affinity of the nonpolar solute for water, as evidenced from the excess chemical potential in Fig. 5 .
When the affinity ͑solubility͒ of the solute is to be compared at different temperatures, ␤⌬, rather than ⌬ itself, needs to be treated explicitly. Correspondingly, it is necessary to treat ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B explicitly in order to compare the enthalpic and entropic components of the hydration thermodynamics at different temperatures. In Fig. 5͑b͒ , we show ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B as functions of the temperature T at constant density. It is easy to see that the factor ␤ does not alter the general trend of the temperature dependence of the enthalpic and entropic components. To examine the effects of ⌬H P and ⌬S P on the affinity difference between the ambient and high-temperature states, it is insightful to simply decompose the difference of ␤⌬ into the enthalpic and entropic components. Let ␤ A , ⌬ A , ⌬H P A , and ⌬S P A be the ␤, ⌬, ⌬H P , and ⌬S P at the ambient state A, respectively, and let ␤ HT , ⌬ HT , ⌬H P HT , and ⌬S P HT be the ␤, ⌬, ⌬H P , and ⌬S P at a high-temperature state ͑the state B, C, D, or E͒ shown in Fig. 5 , respectively. It is then a thermodynamic identity that
According to Eq. ͑8͒ and Fig. 5͑b͒ , the decrease in the affinity at the high-temperature state expressed as ␤ HT ⌬ HT Ͼ␤ A ⌬ A is due to ␤ HT ⌬H P HT Ͼ␤ A ⌬H P A . In other words, the reduced affinity in the high-temperature region results from the unfavorable change in the enthalpic component upon the temperature elevation. The change in the entropic component stabilizes the nonpolar solute in water at the hightemperature state, but is not large enough to negate the unfavorable change in the enthalpic component. Thus, in view of the decomposition into the enthalpic and entropic components, the affinity change of the nonpolar solute against the temperature variation at constant density is governed by the enthalpic component.
We now perform the enthalpy-entropy decomposition of the hydration thermodynamics by varying the density in the supercritical conditions. In Fig. 6͑a͒ , we show ⌬H P and T⌬S P as functions of the water density at a temperature of 400°C, along with the reference values at the ambient state ͑the state A in Table I͒ . It is evident that the excess partial molar enthalpy is favorable ͑negative͒ at the ambient state and unfavorable ͑positive͒ at the supercritical states, while the excess partial molar entropy is unfavorable ͑negative͒ at the ambient state and favorable ͑positive͒ at the supercritical states. Furthermore, at the supercritical states, ⌬H P dominates over T⌬S P and gives rise to the positive excess chemical potential ⌬. Unlike the case of ⌬, the density dependences of ⌬H P and ⌬S P are not monotonic. There are maxima in both ⌬H P and ⌬S P at Ϸ0.4 g/cm 3 ͑the state H͒. The presence of the maxima reflects the fact that ⌬H P and ⌬S P become large near the critical point due to the divergent behavior of the isothermal compressibility of the pure solvent. [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] In the medium-to high-density region ( տ0.6 g/cm 3 ), ⌬S P decreases with , and the hydration thermodynamics is more strongly governed by the enthalpic component at a higher density.
In order to compare the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the hydration thermodynamics at the ambient and supercritical temperatures, in Fig. 6͑b͒ we show ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B as functions of the water density at a temperature of 400°C, along with the reference values at the ambient state A. The comparison between the ambient state ͑the state A͒ and a supercritical state ͑the state E, F, G, H, or I͒ is then made by employing Eq. ͑8͒, where the supercritical state is taken as the high-temperature state. Equation ͑8͒ and Fig.  6͑b͒ show that in the low-to medium-density region ( Շ0.8 g/cm 3 ), the increase in the affinity at the supercritical state expressed as ␤ HT ⌬ HT Ͻ␤ A ⌬ A results from ⌬S P HT Ͼ⌬S P A . In other words, the enhanced affinity at the supercritical state with Շ0.8 g/cm 3 is caused by the entropy gain obtained when the system is moved from the ambient state to the supercritical state. This entropy gain is large enough to negate the unfavorable ⌬S P at the ambient state A, which is a thermodynamic signature of hydrophobic hydra-tion. The role of the enthalpic component is to partially compensate the entropy gain. Therefore, in view of the decomposition into the enthalpic and entropic components, the affinity change of the nonpolar solute from the ambient state to the supercritical state with the low to medium density ( Շ0.8 g/cm 3 ) is governed by the entropic component.
When the temperature is raised on the liquid branch of the water saturation curve, it is expected from Figs. 5 and 6 that ⌬S P increases with the temperature. This expectation is indeed supported by the observations of Guillot and Guissani concerning the temperature dependence of ⌬S P on the saturation curve. 48 Furthermore, Guillot and Guissani showed that ⌬H P also increases with the temperature along the liquid branch of the saturation curve. 48 This indicates from Figs. 5 and 6 that when the temperature is raised on the saturation curve, the effect of the temperature elevation to increase ⌬H P overwhelms the effect of the density reduction to decrease ⌬H P in the high-density region (տ0.8 g/cm 3 ͒.
C. Effect of the solute-solvent interaction
A realistic solute-solvent interaction usually involves an attractive part even when the solute is sparsely soluble in the solvent. In this case, although the attractive part in the solute-solvent interaction will not play a dominant role in determining the thermodynamic behavior of hydration, it may make a non-negligible contribution to the hydration thermodynamics. A convenient conceptual framework to treat the ͑soft͒ solute-solvent interaction has been provided by Pierotti in his developments of the scaled-particle theory. 20, 21, [23] [24] [25] In Pierotti's developments, the process of the solute insertion is decomposed into two processes. One is the process of forming a cavity to accommodate the solute, and the other is the process of introducing the ͑soft͒ solutesolvent interaction. The purpose of this section is to elucidate the role of the ͑soft͒ solute-solvent interaction in the hydration thermodynamics. We decompose the thermodynamics of methane hydration into two components in a manner analogous to that given by Pierotti and isolate the effect of the solute-solvent attraction on the affinity of methane for water.
Let ͗u uv ͘ be the average sum of the interaction of methane with all the water molecules. We treat the excess chemical potential ⌬ of methane simply as a sum of ͗u uv ͘ and (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘), which are called the interaction component and the cavity component, respectively. [113] [114] [115] [116] In Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒, we show ͗u uv ͘ and (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘), respectively, as functions of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 . It is evident that the interaction component is less attractive ͑less negative͒ at a higher temperature. The cavity component (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) is an increasing function of T and governs the excess chemical potential of methane more strongly at a higher temperature. In addition, Figs. 5͑a͒ and 7͑a͒ show that ͗u uv ͘ plays a minor role in determining the excess partial molar enthalpy ⌬H P at temperatures higher than ϳ200°C. In other words, ⌬H P in hightemperature water is dominated by the solvent reorganization term, which describes the shift in the solvent binding energy induced by insertion of the solute. 73 In order to see the effects of the interaction and cavity components on the affinity ͑solubility͒ of methane, we show ␤͗u uv ͘ and ␤(⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ , respectively, as functions of the temperature T at constant density. According to Fig. 7͑a͒ , the role of the interaction component in the temperature elevation is to increase ␤⌬ and reduce the affinity of methane. On the other hand, it is seen in Fig. 7͑b͒ that ␤(⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) is a weakly decreasing function of the temperature T. Thus, Figs. 5 and 7 imply that while the contribution of ͗u uv ͘ to the ⌬ value is smaller at a higher temperature, the temperature dependence of ␤⌬ is dominated by that of ␤͗u uv ͘. In other words, the reduced affinity of methane at higher temperatures results from the weakened attraction between the solute and solvent.
The density dependence of the excess chemical potential ⌬ of methane in the supercritical conditions can also be analyzed by decomposing ⌬ into the interaction and cavity components. In Fig. 8 , we show ͗u uv ͘ and (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) as functions of the water density at a temperature of 400°C, along with the reference values at the ambient state ͑the state A in Table I͒ . The density dependence of the interaction component ͗u uv ͘ is not monotonic at a fixed temperature. In the density region up to ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 , ͗u uv ͘ becomes more attractive ͑more negative͒ with the density, and simply increases in magnitude with the number of solvent molecules around the solute. When the density is higher than ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 , water penetrates more into the repulsive core of methane and ͗u uv ͘ becomes less attractive with the density. On the other hand, the cavity component (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) is more repulsive ͑more positive͒ at a higher density over the whole region of density shown in Fig. 8 . Therefore, when the density is lower than ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 , the interaction and cavity components compete against each other and the density dependence of ⌬ is determined by that of the cavity component.
In Fig. 6͑a͒ , it is seen that the free energy penalty ⌬ of methane insertion is not smaller at the medium-density states F and G in the supercritical region than at the ambient state A. Figure 8 shows, however, that the cavity component (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) obtained by excluding the interaction component is smaller at the state G than at the state A. In other words, when the system is moved from the state A to G, the reduction in the cavity component is compensated by the unfavorable change in the solute-solvent interaction ͗u uv ͘ and does not give rise to a favorable change in the free energy penalty ⌬. When the comparison is made between the states A and F, on the other hand, (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) is still larger at the state F. In this case, both the interaction and cavity components are more repulsive at the supercritical state F than at the ambient state A, and the enhanced affinity at the state F is accounted for only by incorporating the factor ␤.
In Sec. V, we examine ␤⌬ of the hard sphere solute as a function of its exclusion radius . In this connection, it is of interest to estimate the effective hard core radius eff of the methane-water interaction. At each thermodynamic state of interest in Table I , we determine eff from the simulation results in Sec. V so that ␤⌬ of the hard sphere solute of exclusion radius eff is equal to ␤(⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) of methane.
In Fig. 9 , we show the eff thus determined as a function of the density at the thermodynamic states listed in Table I . It is seen that at each state, eff corresponds to the sum of the van der Waals radii of methane and water. When the ͑water͒ density is fixed at 1.0 g/cm 3 , eff decreases with the temperature T. In addition, it is found in the accompanying paper that the first peak of the methane-water radial distribution function is shifted to a smaller distance by the temperature elevation in the constant volume condition. 47 Thus, when the temperature is raised at constant density, water penetrates ''deeper'' into the core of methane and eff becomes smaller. Actually, we show in Sec. V that ␤⌬ of a hard sphere solute increases with the temperature when its exclusion radius is fixed. This implies that the weak decrease in ␤(⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) of methane against the temperature elevation seen in Fig. 7͑b͒ is due to the reduction in eff , which is in turn connected to the softness of the solute-solvent interaction. The density dependence of eff is relatively small. In other words, the effective hard core radius for the nonpolar solute is essentially determined by the temperature.
V. THERMODYNAMICS OF CAVITY FORMATION
In fluid, it is always possible to find cavities of various sizes. The probability of finding a cavity is related through Eq. ͑3͒ to the excess chemical potential of the corresponding hard sphere solute. 39, 41, 43, 46 Since the hard sphere is a prototypical nonpolar solute, it is useful to examine the cavity distribution in pure solvent water at high-temperature conditions. In this section, we focus on the thermodynamics of cavity formation over a wide range of density and temperature.
The excess chemical potential ⌬ of the hard sphere solute of exclusion radius is determined from Eq. ͑3͒ by the probability p() of successful insertion of the hard sphere. As noted in Sec. II, p() denotes the probability that the spherical solute is separated from any water molecule by a distance of at least when it is inserted at an arbitrary position in the fluid. In other words, p() is the probability that an arbitrarily chosen position in the fluid is the center of a cavity whose radius is at least . In order to analyze the microscopic inhomogeneity of the pure solvent, Pohorille and Pratt introduced p m () defined as 41, 43 p͑ ͒ϭ ͵ ϱ dЈp m ͑ Ј͒. ͑9͒ p m () is the probability distribution function that the radius of a cavity at an arbitrarily chosen position in the fluid is equal to . Using p m (), it is possible to characterize the range of the size of a cavity which appears spontaneously and transiently in the fluid. In Fig. 10͑a͒ , we show ␤⌬ of the hard sphere solute as a function of its exclusion radius at the thermodynamic states involving water densities of 1.0 g/cm 3 ͑the states A, B, C, D, and E in Table I͒ . According to Fig. 10͑a͒ , ␤⌬ increases with the temperature at each , though the temperature dependence is weak. 117 In other words, a cavity of mo- Table I. lecular size (տ2.0 Å͒ becomes less likely to be found in water when the temperature is elevated in the constant volume condition. In previous computer simulations at constant density, Pohorille and Pratt and Ikeguchi et al. found that ␤⌬ increases when the temperature is raised from ϳ25 to ϳ100°C. 41, 43, 46 Figure 10͑a͒ actually shows that the increasing behavior of ␤⌬ is observed even in the supercritical region.
To see the relationship between the temperature dependence of ␤⌬ and the local inhomogeneities of the pure solvent system, in Fig. 10͑b͒ we show p m () defined by Eq. ͑9͒ at the states A, C, and E. It is evident in the small region (Շ1.5 Å͒ that p m () is essentially indistinguishable among the states involving the same density but different temperatures. This simply reflects the fact that the formation of a small cavity is determined only by the density of the pure solvent system. [23] [24] [25] 41, 43 When the cavity size is larger (տ1.5 Å͒, on the other hand, p m () varies with the temperature according to the change in the solvent structure shown in Fig. 1 . In this region of , the cavity is more sharply distributed at a higher temperature and p m () decreases with the temperature for cavities of molecular size (տ2.0 Å͒. By comparing water and organic solvents in ambient conditions, Pohorille and Pratt argued that since p m () is sharper in water, ␤⌬ is larger in water for a cavity of molecular size. 41, 43, 46 In Fig. 10͑b͒ , the roles of water and the organic solvents in Pohorille and Pratt's argu-ments are reversed. Although water is more like a simple liquid at higher temperatures as seen from the radial distribution function presented in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the temperature elevation sharpens the distribution of the cavity size and leads to larger ␤⌬ for cavities of molecular size.
The change in ␤⌬ is, however, less than 10% for each shown in Fig. 10͑a͒ even when the temperature is raised from 25°C ͑the state A͒ to 400°C ͑the state E͒. This change in ␤⌬ is actually smaller by an order of magnitude than the corresponding changes in the enthalpic and entropic components ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B . In Fig. 11͑a͒ , we show ␤⌬, ␤⌬H P , and ⌬S P /k B as functions of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 for a selected cavity radius of ϭ3.0 Å. The results are shown only at ϭ3.0 Å for brevity since the thermodynamic characteristics in Fig. 11͑a͒ are valid over the range of in Fig. 10͑a͒ . It is indeed seen over a wide range of temperature that the large changes in ␤⌬H P and ⌬S P /k B compensate each other and lead to the small change in ␤⌬.
When the response of ␤⌬ to temperature variation is weak at constant density, the temperature dependence of ␤⌬H P can be related to that of the thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P of the pure solvent. To see this, we note the thermodynamic identity that
where ⌬E V is the excess partial molar energy at constant volume, ⌬V is the excess partial molar volume, and T is the isothermal compressibility of pure water. ⌬E V can be obtained from the dependence of ␤⌬ on the temperature T at constant density shown in Figs. 10͑a͒ and 11͑a͒ . In this work, we estimate ␤⌬E V by fitting ␤⌬ to a quadratic function of 1/T and using Eq. ͑7͒. In Fig. 11͑b͒ , we show ␤⌬H P , ␤⌬E V , and ‫)ץ/)⌬␤(ץ(‬ as functions of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 for a cavity with the radius of ϭ3.0 Å. The trend in Fig. 11͑b͒ is valid over the range of in Fig. 10͑a͒, and we show only the results at ϭ3.0 Å for brevity. It is then seen that ␤⌬H P is dominated by the second term of Eq. ͑10͒. In addition, Fig. 11͑b͒ suggests that ‫)ץ/)⌬␤(ץ(‬ is a weak function of T, which is consistent with the observation that the temperature dependence of ␤⌬ is weak in the constant volume condition. Thus, it is concluded on the basis of Eq. ͑10͒ that the temperature dependence of ␤⌬H P is parallel to that of T␣ P presented in Fig. 3͑b͒ . In the temperature range from ϳ25 to ϳ100°C, Ikeguchi et al. also emphasized the parallelism in the temperature dependence between ␤⌬H P and T␣ P . 38, 44, 46 Our results then show that when the volume of the system is fixed, the parallelism caused by the weak temperature dependence of ␤⌬ is valid over a wide temperature range including the supercritical states. In this case, a larger T␣ P leads to a larger ␤⌬H P . According to Fig. 10͑a͒ , ␤⌬ exhibits a weak but appreciable dependence on the temperature T in the constant volume condition. In order to identify the factor determining the T dependence of ␤⌬, we perform the component analysis for the thermodynamics of cavity formation within the framework of the scaled-particle theory. The thermodynamics of cavity formation can be represented in analytically convenient form by the scaled-particle theory. [23] [24] [25] In this theory, the detailed interaction and structure of the solution are not taken into account explicitly and affect the free energy of cavity formation only through the solvent density , pressure P, and temperature T of the system. The solvent molecule is treated as a hard sphere with a properly chosen diameter v , and the insertion of a cavity of radius is equivalent to that of a solute molecule of diameter 2 Ϫ v . Since we are concerned with cavities of molecular size, we restrict our attention to the solutes which involve positive diameters and satisfy у v /2. The free energy of cavity formation ⌬ SPT is then expressed in the scaledparticle theory as 23, 25 
where y is the packing fraction of the solvent defined as
and R is the ratio of the solute diameter to the solvent diameter given by
In our treatments, , P, and T are taken from where ⌬ is the exact free energy of cavity formation obtained from the simulations and min and max are the smallest and largest radii of the cavities of interest, respectively. In this work, we determine the effective diameter v of the water molecule by minimizing ␦ with respect to v . At each state connected to the isochoric thermodynamic path from the state A to E, we take min ϭ2.0 Å and max ϭ3.0 Å and obtain the v which minimizes ␦. Table II shows the v thus obtained and the minimized value ␦ min of the deviation ␦ at the thermodynamic states listed in Table I . It is seen that when the water density is fixed at 1.0 g/cm 3 , the effective diameter v of the water molecule corresponds to the van der Waals diameter of water and is close to the values adopted by Pierotti at ambient conditions 23, 25 and by Crovetto et al. on the liquid branch of the saturation curve up to a temperature of ϳ250°C. 49, 50 The temperature dependence of v is weak, and v decreases only by ϳ2% when the temperature is elevated from 25 to 400°C. As an approximate expression for the free energy of cavity formation, ⌬ SPT given by Eq.
͑11͒ involves an error of ϳ0.1k B T at the ambient state ͑the state A͒ and its accuracy improves with the temperature. At ambient conditions, the effect of the pressure is negligible in the free energy of cavity formation. When the temperature is raised at constant density, the pressure increases by orders of magnitude as shown in Table I , and the pressure effect may be significant in the thermodynamics of cavity formation. In the scaled-particle theory, the pressure effect on the free energy of cavity formation ⌬ SPT is represented by the last term of Eq. ͑11͒. It is cubic with respect to the ratio R of the solute diameter to the solvent diameter and proportional to the pressure P. The density and the packing fraction y do not have to be referred explicitly in the pressure effect since they are related to each other through Eq. ͑12͒. Let ⌬ P SPT denote y PR 3 /, which represents the pressure term in Eq. ͑11͒. ␤(⌬ SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) is then independent of the pressure P explicitly and is determined only by the packing fraction y and the diameter ratio R. In Fig. 12 , we show ␤⌬ SPT and its components ␤⌬ P SPT and ␤(⌬ SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) as functions of the temperature T at a fixed water density of 1.0 g/cm 3 for a cavity with the radius of ϭ3.0 Å. The general trend observed in Fig. 12 holds over the range of in Fig. 10͑a͒ , and the results are shown only at ϭ3.0 Å for brevity. It is then seen in Fig. 12 that ␤(⌬ SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) decreases with T. This is caused by the reduction in the effective diameter v of the water molecule. At a higher temperature, v is smaller and the solvent is considered less packed. On the other hand, the pressure term ␤⌬ P SPT is an increasing function of T. This increasing behavior is dominated entirely by the response of P/T to the temperature variation, while the effect of the v reduction is negligible in the pressure term. According to Fig. ͑12͒ , furthermore, ␤⌬ P SPT is a stronger function of T than ␤(⌬ SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) and the temperature dependence of ␤⌬ SPT is governed by the pressure term. Thus, when the temperature is raised at constant density, the accompanying pressure elevation reduces the probability of finding a cavity of molecular size in water.
We now turn to the density dependence of the cavity distribution in the supercritical states. The free energy ⌬ of formation of a cavity of radius is related through Eq. ͑3͒ to the probability p() of finding the cavity. In Fig. 13͑a͒ , we show ␤⌬ as a function of the cavity radius at the thermodynamic states involving temperatures of 400°C ͑the states E, F, G, H, and I in Table I͒ . The overall behavior of ␤⌬ ͓or p()] is similar to that characterized by Mountain in the region on which both our and his works focus. 118 According to Fig. 13͑a͒ , ␤⌬ increases monotonically with the density at each , and a hard sphere solute involves a higher affinity for lower-density water. In order to characterize the microscopic inhomogeneity of the pure solvent in connection to the thermodynamics of cavity formation, it is insightful to examine the probability distribution function p m () of the cavity radius introduced by Eq. ͑9͒. In Fig.  13͑b͒ , we show p m () as a function of at the states E, F, G, H, and I. It is evident that p m () is concentrated in the larger region when the density is lower. This simply shows that the cavity is likely to be larger at a lower density. Furthermore, the width of the distribution function p m () reduces with the density and the cavity size is more uniform at a higher density. Using the distribution function p m (), the average size of the cavity and the standard deviation ␦ can be evaluated by ϭ ͵ dp m ͑ ͒, Figure 13͑c͒ shows and ␦/ as functions of the density at a fixed supercritical temperature of 400°C. It is indeed seen that decreases with . The decreasing rate is larger in the lower-density region. This is actually consistent with the fact that is divergent in the limit of zero density. The density reduction also enhances the inhomogeneity of the cavity size represented by ␦/ . In Sec. III, it has been observed that the spatial distribution of the water molecules is more inhomogeneous at a lower density. In other words, the contrast between the dense and sparse regions of the water molecules is stronger when the density is lower. Figure  13͑c͒ implies furthermore that the dense and sparse regions are more scattered in size in a lower-density fluid.
The effective diameter v of the water molecule can be estimated by fitting ␤⌬ in Fig. 13͑a͒ to Eq. ͑11͒ on the basis of the scaled-particle theory. The scheme to determine v at the thermodynamic states connected to the isothermal path from the state E to I is the same as that used above at the states connected to the isochoric path from the state A to E. At each thermodynamic state, we employ min and max shown in Table II and minimize the average deviation ␦ defined by Eq. ͑14͒ with respect to v . In Table II , we show the v thus determined and the minimized value ␦ min of the deviation ␦ at the thermodynamic states listed in Table I . It is seen at a fixed temperature of 400°C that v decreases when the density is reduced. Especially, when the density is lower than ϳ0.6 g/cm 3 , the van der Waals diameter of the water molecule is not effective to estimate v . According to Eq. ͑11͒, even when v is independent of the density, the free energy ⌬ of cavity formation will be smaller at a lower density. The response of ⌬ to the density is then further strengthened by the density dependence of v shown in Table II . The magnitude of v is related to the extent of spatial inhomogeneity of pure water described in Sec. III. When the pure solvent system is spatially more inhomogeneous, a larger cavity is likely to be found and the solvent molecule is effectively smaller. In Appendix A, this point is further pursued in connection to the state dependence of the dipole moment of a water molecule. When the accuracy of the scaled-particle theory is concerned, Table II shows that ⌬ SPT given by Eq. ͑11͒ is an approximate expression for the free energy of cavity formation at the supercritical states with errors on the order of 0.1k B T. Therefore, the scaledparticle theory accurately represents the thermodynamics of cavity formation in supercritical water when the effective diameter of the water molecule is properly chosen.
Since a simple and analytic expression for the excess partial molar enthalpy is obtained from the temperature differentiation of Eq. ͑11͒, the scaled-particle theory also provides a convenient framework for describing the excess partial molar enthalpy. In Appendix C, we analyze the density and temperature dependence of the excess partial molar enthalpy within the framework of the scaled-particle theory.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The excess chemical potential and its enthalpic and entropic components have been analyzed for the methane and hard sphere solutes in water over a wide range of thermody-namic conditions. It has been found that the free energy penalty of inserting the nonpolar solute is larger at the superand subcritical conditions with the medium to high density than at the ambient condition. In this case, the enhanced affinity of the nonpolar solute for super-and subcritical water results from the elevated temperature, which is a nonspecific driving force for mixing any two materials. When the enthalpic and entropic components are compared between the ambient and high-temperature conditions, it has been shown that the nonpolar solute in high-temperature water is destabilized by the enthalpic component and is stabilized by the entropic component. In connection to the thermodynamics of cavity formation, the size distribution of spherical cavities has also been examined in pure solvent water. When the density is fixed at a liquidlike value, it has been found that the probability of finding a cavity of molecular size in water is a weakly decreasing function of the temperature. This has then been shown, in the framework of the scaledparticle theory, to result from the elevated pressure involved at high temperatures. When the density is varied at a fixed supercritical temperature, it has been observed that the size distribution is less uniform at a lower density. The effective diameter of the water molecule has been estimated within the framework of the scaled-particle theory, and its reduction at a lower density has been related to the extent of spatial inhomogeneity in pure solvent water.
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APPENDIX A
In the SPC/E model employed in this work, the dipole moment of a water molecule is a fixed parameter and does not depend on the density and temperature of the system. However, the dipole moment in the SPC/E model is tuned to reproduce ambient liquid properties of water and is inappropriate to simulate the dilute gas of water. Thus, the dipole moment needs to be treated as a function of the thermodynamic state in order to perform realistic computer simulations of water over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions. In practical implementations of computer simulations, there are two methods to incorporate the state-dependent nature of the dipole moment into the potential model of water. One is to employ a polarizable model and determine the charge distribution within a water molecule at each step of the simulation. 81, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] In this method, although no ad hoc parameters are required in principle, a set of potential parameters which covers a wide range of density and temperature seems yet difficult to find. The other is to construct an effective potential model by fitting some known experimental data. 15 In this method, although the potential parameters are valid only in a limited region of density and temperature, the simulation results obtained in that region will be reliable.
In Ref. 15 , we estimated the dipole moment of a water molecule within the SPC-like framework at densities of 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 g/cm 3 and a temperature of 400°C. In our SPC-like model, the Lennard-Jones parameters and the positions of the charged sites are identical to those of the original models, 82, 100 and the strength of the partial charges, or equivalently, the dipole moment is adjusted to fit the number of hydrogen bonds obtained from the proton chemical shift. [13] [14] [15] The dipole moment given in Ref. 15 is 2.25, 2.25, and 2.15 D at 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 g/cm 3 , respectively, whereas the dipole moment in the SPC/E model is fixed at 2.35 D. Thus, the dipole moment is smaller at the supercritical states than at the ambient state. In this Appendix, we analyze the effect of the reduced dipole moment in the SPC-like model on the hydration thermodynamics of nonpolar solutes.
The states to be examined by the SPC-like model are specified by the temperature of 400°C and the pressures corresponding to the water densities of 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 g/cm 3 , which are denoted by the states G , H , and Ĩ, respectively. The dipole moment of a water molecule at each state is shown in Table III . The hydration thermodynamics of the methane and hard sphere solutes at the states G , H , and Ĩ was evaluated from the computer simulations in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. In order to determine the input pressures for the simulations in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, we carried out Monte Carlo simulations of pure solvent water in the canonical ensemble with the input densities and temperatures shown in Table III . In each Monte Carlo simulation, 648 water molecules were located in a cubic unit cell and the standard Metropolis sampling scheme was employed. 76, 96 The Monte Carlo simulation was performed for one million passes, and the truncation scheme for the intermolecular interactions and the boundary condition were the same as those for SPC/E water described in Sec. II. The average pressures at the states G , H , and Ĩ are then shown in Table III . These average pressures are used as the input pressures of the simulations performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. At each of the states in Table  III , a Monte Carlo simulation of the pure water system was carried out in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble for one million passes by locating 648 water molecules in a cubic unit cell. 76, 96 The particle insertion method was implemented to evaluate the excess chemical potentials of the methane and hard sphere solutes by employing the parameters presented in Sec. II. The scheme to truncate the intermolecular interactions and the boundary condition were identical to those for the SPC/E model described in Sec. II.
The O-O and O-H radial distribution functions at the states G , H , and Ĩ are shown in Fig. 7 of Ref. 15 . The radial distribution functions for the SPC/E model at the corresponding states G, H, and I in Table I are seen in Fig. 2 . When the radial distribution functions are compared between the SPC-like model with a reduced dipole moment and the SPC/E model, their amplitudes are smaller for the model with a smaller dipole moment when the density and temperature are the same. This simply reflects the fact that the attraction between water molecules is stronger when a larger dipole moment is adopted. In Fig. 14, we show the isothermal compressibility T and the thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P at the states G , H , and Ĩ as functions of the density . It is seen from Figs. 4 and 14 that the thermodynamic response functions related to the density fluctuations are larger for a larger dipole moment. Therefore, the spatial inhomogeneities are smaller, both locally and globally, when the dipole moment is reduced in the SPC-like framework.
Let ⌬ denote the excess chemical potential of methane calculated using the SPC-like model with a reduced dipole moment, and let ⌬ be that calculated using the SPC/E model. The effect of the dipole moment of a water molecule on the excess chemical potential at fixed density and temperature can be seen by comparing ⌬ at the states G , H , The values are evaluated in pure solvent water.
c The values are evaluated in pure solvent water. The errors are less than 0.01 g/cm 3 . and Ĩ with ⌬ at the states G, H, and I, respectively. In Fig.  15 , we make this comparison by plotting ⌬ against ⌬. Figure 15 shows that when the density and temperature are fixed, the free energy penalty of inserting methane is smaller at a larger dipole moment. This is actually related to the dependence of the extent of spatial inhomogeneity of pure water on the dipole moment. As seen for the radial distribution functions and the thermodynamic response functions, the spatial inhomogeneities are more enhanced when the dipole moment is larger. When the pure solvent system is more inhomogeneous, a cavity of molecular size is more likely to be found and the free energy of its formation will be smaller.
To describe the size of spherical cavities in water, Eq. ͑9͒ has introduced the distribution function p m () as a function of the cavity radius . In Fig. 16 , we show p m () at the states G , H , and Ĩ in the SPC-like model with a reduced dipole moment and at the states G, H, and I in the SPC/E model. At a fixed density, it is seen that p m () is essentially independent of the value of the dipole moment in the small region. This is simply a reflection of the fact that the probability of finding a sufficiently small cavity is determined only by the density of the pure solvent system. [23] [24] [25] 41, 43 When տ2 Å, on the other hand, p m () is affected by the value of the dipole moment. When the dipole moment is smaller, the cavity size is more sharply distributed and p m () is smaller in the large region. Therefore, the free energy penalty of inserting a cavity of molecular size is smaller when the dipole moment is larger and the pure solvent system involves more enhanced spatial inhomogeneities. The probability distribution function p m () is related to the free energy ⌬ of cavity formation through Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑9͒. In Sec. V, we have analyzed ⌬ in the framework of the scaled-particle theory and have determined the effective diameter v of the water molecule. It has then been found that when the spatial inhomogeneity of pure water is enhanced at a lower density, the effective diameter v is reduced. In order to further pursue the relationship between v and the solvent structure of water, we also determine the effective diameter v in the SPC-like model with a reduced dipole moment at the states G , H , and Ĩ. The procedure to determine v at these states is the same as that described in Sec. V. We employ min and max shown in Table II and minimize the average deviation ␦ defined by Eq. ͑14͒ with respect to v . In Table II , we show the v thus determined and the minimized value ␦ min of the deviation ␦ at the thermodynamic states G , H , and Ĩ. It is seen at fixed density and temperature that v is smaller when the dipole moment of a water molecule is larger. The stronger association among water molecules induces the formation of larger cavities and enhances the probability of finding a cavity of molecular size. Thus, in both cases concerning the variation in the density and in the dipole moment, the effective diameter v is smaller when the spatial inhomogeneities of water are more enhanced.
APPENDIX B
In this work, the particle insertion method has been employed to evaluate the excess chemical potentials of the methane and hard sphere solutes. The particle insertion method is a highly efficient method when the solute of interest is successfully inserted at a reasonable rate. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] Since the rate of successful insertion is too low for a large solute, the validity of the method is limited by the solute size. For purely repulsive solutes in ambient SPC water, Beutler et al. reported that the particle insertion method is accurate only when the thermal radius of the solute-solvent repulsive core does not exceed 3 Å. 79 In a recent work, on the other hand, Smith examined the particle insertion method in ambient SPC and SPC/E water and found that the method is valid up to the core radius of 4 Å. 80 In this Appendix, we illustrate the validity of the particle insertion method to calculate the excess chemical potential of methane. To do so, we implement the thermodynamic integration method for methane hydration at the states A and E in Table I and compare the results with those calculated from the particle insertion method. When the particle insertion method is found to be valid at the states A and E, it will also be valid at the states connected to the isochoric thermodynamic path from the state A to E. When the particle insertion method is shown to be valid at the state E, it should be valid at the states connected to the isothermal thermodynamic path from the state E to I since the particle insertion method is a better method at a lower density.
In our thermodynamic integration method to calculate the excess chemical potential of methane, the Lennard-Jones ⑀ is fixed at the value of the full methane-water interaction given in Sec. II and the LJ is taken as a variable. For a given , we denote the excess chemical potential of the solute and the ͑instantaneous͒ sum of the solute-solvent interaction by ⌬() and u(), respectively. When is varied from 0 to the value Me-O at the full methane-water interaction,
holds, where ͗•••͘ denotes an ensemble average under the presence of the solute-solvent interaction u(). In Eq. ͑B1͒, it is obvious that ⌬( Me-O ) is the excess chemical potential of the ͑fully coupled͒ methane solute. We took 0 ϭ2.00 Å and calculated ⌬( 0 ) from the particle insertion method in the pure solvent system. In this choice of 0 , we follow Beutler et al. and consider that the particle insertion method is a valid procedure to calculate ⌬( 0 ). 79 The procedure for implementing the particle insertion method at 0 ϭ2.00 Å was identical to that described in Sec. II for calculating the excess chemical potential of methane. It was then found that ⌬( 0 ) is equal to 0.10 and 1.12 kcal/mol at the states A and E, respectively, with errors of less than 0.01 kcal/mol. The integrand in Eq. ͑B1͒ was calculated at ϭ 0 , 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25, and Me-O , where the numerals are expressed in the unit of Å. At each , the simulation procedure was the same as that described in Sec. II for aqueous solution of methane. In Fig. 17 , we show ‫͘ץ/)(‪u‬ץ͗‬ as a function of at the states A and E. When the trapezoidal rule is employed in the integral of Eq. ͑B1͒, Fig. 17 gives that ⌬( Me-O )ϭ2.88Ϯ0.23 and 10.67Ϯ0.10 kcal/mol at the states A and E, respectively. 119 On the other hand, when the particle insertion method is employed, ⌬( Me-O ) is found to be 2.80Ϯ0.07 and 10.66Ϯ0.02 kcal/mol at the states A and E, respectively. Therefore, at both the states, the excess chemical potentials calculated from the thermody-namic integration method are coincident within the error bars to those calculated from the particle insertion method.
APPENDIX C
In Sec. V, we have seen that the scaled-particle theory is an accurate representation of the free energy of cavity formation in water over a wide rage of density and temperature when the effective diameter v of the water molecule is properly chosen in Eq. ͑11͒. The scaled-particle theory also provides a convenient framework for describing the excess partial molar enthalpy since a simple and analytic expression for the excess partial molar enthalpy is obtained from the temperature differentiation of Eq. ͑11͒. In this Appendix, we analyze the density and temperature dependence of the excess partial molar enthalpy at constant pressure within the framework of the scaled-particle theory.
The expression for the excess partial molar enthalpy at constant pressure ⌬H P SPT is written in the scaled-particle theory as 23, 25 
for a cavity with the radius of у v /2, where the packing fraction y of the pure solvent and the ratio R of the solute diameter to the solvent diameter are given by Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, respectively. In our treatments, the solvent density , the pressure P, the temperature T, and the thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P of the pure solvent are taken from Table I and  Figs. 3 and 4 , and the effective diameter v of the water molecule listed in Table II is employed. Equation ͑C1͒
shows that when and v are fixed, ␤⌬H P SPT increases with T␣ P and P/T. It should be noted that Eq. ͑C1͒ does not account for the temperature derivative of v when it is obtained from the temperature differentiation of Eq. ͑11͒ at constant pressure.
According to Eq. ͑C1͒, ␤⌬H P SPT consists of two terms. The first term is related to the fluctuation in the pure solvent system and is proportional to the thermal expansion coefficient ␣ P . The second term ␤y PR 3 / involves the pressure P of the system and is called the pressure term. Actually, the form of the pressure term is identical to that for the excess chemical potential treated in Sec. V. As done in Sec. V, the pressure term is denoted by ␤⌬ P SPT , and ␤⌬ P SPT and ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) are treated separately as components of ␤⌬H P SPT . First, we examine the temperature dependence of the excess partial molar enthalpy at a fixed water density. In Fig.  18͑a͒ , we show ␤⌬H P SPT and its components as functions of the temperature T at a density of 1.0 g/cm 3 for a cavity with the radius of ϭ3.0 Å. The results are shown only at ϭ3.0 Å for brevity since the trend in Fig. 18͑a͒ is valid over the range of in Fig. 10͑a͒ . According to Fig. 18͑a͒ , the pressure term makes a minor contribution to ␤⌬H P SPT , and ␤⌬H P SPT is dominated by the term proportional to T␣ P . In order to isolate the effect of the variation in the solvent di- ameter v against the temperature, Fig. 18͑a͒ also shows ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT )/T␣ P , which is equal to the term in the brackets (͓•••͔) of Eq. ͑C1͒. It is seen that the reduction in v at higher temperatures lessens ␤⌬H P SPT when the other parameters are fixed. Therefore, Figs. 3͑b͒ and 18͑a͒ imply in the framework of the scaled-particle theory that the temperature dependence of ␤⌬H P SPT is determined by that of T␣ P . In this case, a larger ␤⌬H P SPT is ascribed to a larger T␣ P . Note in addition that the T dependence of T␣ P is parallel to that of the ''exact'' ␤⌬H P obtained from the simulations, as illustrated in Figs. 3͑b͒ and 11͑b͒ . In his original developments of the scaled-particle theory, Pierotti compared the thermodynamics of cavity formation in water and in an organic solvent, and argued that the thermodynamics in the organic solvent is dominated by the enthalpic component because of the large T␣ P . 23, 25, 38, 44, 46 Our arguments concerning the temperature dependence of the thermodynamics of cavity formation in water are parallel to those by Pierotti. The large enthalpic component in the thermodynamics of cavity formation in high-temperature water is related to the large T␣ P involved.
We then turn to the density dependence of the excess partial molar enthalpy in the supercritical region. In Fig.  18͑b͒ , we show ␤⌬H P SPT and its components ␤⌬ P SPT and ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) as functions of the density at a temperature of 400°C for a cavity with the radius of ϭ3.0 Å. This figure also shows, as a reference, the ''exact'' ␤⌬H P obtained from the simulations. Since the trend seen in Fig.  18͑b͒ holds over the range of in Fig. 13͑a͒ , the results are shown only at ϭ3.0 Å for brevity. It is easy to see that the dependence of ␤⌬H P SPT is parallel to that of the ''exact'' ␤⌬H P and that both the quantities are not monotonic with respect to the density. The discrepancy between ␤⌬H P SPT and ␤⌬H P arises simply because the optimization of the solvent diameter v which is made with respect to the excess chemical potential is not perfect. When the components of ␤⌬H P SPT are concerned up to a density of ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 , the pressure term ␤⌬ P SPT makes a minor contribution to the density dependence of ␤⌬H P SPT . In this region, the density dependence is dominated by the term ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ). When the density is higher than ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 , the density dependence of ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) is compensated by that of ␤⌬ P SPT , and ␤⌬H P SPT depends weakly on the density. The effects of the variation in v and in the packing fraction y can be isolated by examining ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT )/T␣ P , which is the term in the brackets (͓•••͔) of Eq. ͑C1͒. This term is shown in Fig. 18͑b͒ as a function of . It is evident that the term increases monotonically with the density. On the other hand, T␣ P is a monotonically decreasing function at the densities examined in the present work, as shown in Fig. 4 . The density dependence of ␤⌬H P SPT up to ϳ0.8 g/cm 3 is thus determined by the balance between the competing density dependences of ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT )/T␣ P and T␣ P . When the density is low (Շ0.4 g/cm 3 ), the increase in the density and the accompanying increase in the solvent diameter v lead to a larger ␤⌬H P SPT . When the density is higher (0.4 g/cm 3 ՇՇ0.8 g/cm 3 ), on the other hand, the density dependence of ␤⌬H P SPT is dominated by T␣ P and the decrease in T␣ P leads to a smaller ␤⌬H P SPT . In the high-density region (տ0.8 g/cm 3 ), although ␤(⌬H P SPT Ϫ⌬ P SPT ) still reduces with T␣ P , the reduction is compensated by the increase in ␤⌬ P SPT caused by the pressure elevation. sense, k B T T and T␣ P are the normalized forms of T and ␣ P , respectively, relative to the corresponding ideal gas limits. 110 Even when the solute polarizability is included, its induced attraction with water is weaker at higher temperatures. Thus, the inclusion of the solute polarization actually widens the range of thermodynamic states at which the excess chemical potential of a nonpolar solute is larger than that at the ambient state. 111 R. D. Mountain and A. Wallqvist, NISTIR, 5778 ͑1996͒. 112 In Ref. 111, it has been shown for SPC/E water that the dielectric constant is smaller when the density is lower and/or the temperature is higher. While the dipole moment of a water molecule is fixed in the SPC/E model, it is to be described as a function of the density and temperature for a more realistic simulation of water. However, even when the state-dependent nature of the dipole moment is incorporated into the interaction potential model of water, the dipole moment should be smaller at lower densities and/or higher temperatures ͑this is indeed valid in our effective model presented in Ref. 15͒. Therefore, the dielectric constant is smaller at lower densities and/or higher temperatures also for a water potential model with a state-dependent dipole moment since the dielectric constant is smaller for a smaller dipole moment at given density and temperature. 113 In Ref. 48, Guillot and Guissani called ͗u uv ͘ and (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) the energetic and entropic components, respectively, on the basis of Yu and Karplus's arguments concerning the cancellation of the solvent reorganization term ͑Ref. 40͒. As pointed out by Lee, however, the discussion about the cancellation is rather semantic ͑Ref. 114͒. Actually, the solvent reorganization is shown to make a nonzero contribution to ⌬ when ⌬ is expressed in terms of the multiparticle correlation functions at the initial and final states ͑note that only the information at the initial and final states is available for a real system͒ ͑Refs. 73 and 75͒. Thus, we do not follow Guillot and Guissani, and call ͗u uv ͘ and (⌬Ϫ͗u uv ͘) the interaction and cavity components, respectively. 114 B. Lee, Biophys. Chem. 51, 271 ͑1994͒. 115 In the text, the interaction component is simply defined as the average solute-solvent interaction ͗u uv ͘. An alternative definition of the interaction component may be given on the basis of the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen ͑WCA͒ scheme to decompose the solute-solvent interaction into the attractive and repulsive parts ͑Ref. 116͒. In this case, the interaction component is taken as the average sum of the WCA attractive interaction of methane with all the water molecules, and the cavity component is equal to the difference between ⌬ and the interaction component. The trend concerning the decomposition into the interaction and cavity components described in Sec. IV C is still valid when the components are defined on the basis of the WCA scheme. 116 J. D. Weeks, D. Chandler, and H. C. Andersen, J. Chem. Phys. 54, 5237
͑1971͒. 117 When is sufficiently small, the probability of finding a cavity of radius is determined only by the density and the corresponding ␤⌬ is independent of the temperature. When is large enough, ␤⌬ is proportional to P/T and exhibits a strong temperature dependence according to quadratic with respect to the thermal radius of the solute-solvent repulsive core. When ⌬() is assumed to be quadratic in , ‫͘ץ/)(‪u‬ץ͗‬ in Fig. 17 is linear with respect to . In this case, Fig. 17 gives that ⌬( Me-O )ϭ2.85Ϯ1.00 and 10.73Ϯ0.39 kcal/mol at the states A and E, respectively.
